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When did you open? We welcomed our first guests at 843 Montgomery St.
in November 2015. Why the Jackson Square neighborhood? Because it’s
one of the most vibrant areas of San Francisco. We love the historic nature
of the locale; plus, this small zone of the city is teeming with galleries, antiques
dealers, high-end boutiques, some of the city’s best restaurants and the
popular new member’s-only club, The Battery. Tell us about the space. We
collaborated with Elizabeth Cooper Interior Design and Sutro Architects to
create a unique gallery experience. We layered an eclectic mix of vintage and
custom furniture, light fixtures and home accessories to craft a beautiful yet
comfortable space to showcase artwork that is reminiscent of a sophisticated,
modern home. On display? We always have a rotating group show, with over
300 works from over 50 artists available for viewing. Our art is contemporary
and focuses on emerging to mid-career artists. What makes you stand apart?
In general, I tell clients, “Galleries curate galleries, but we curate homes.” Most
galleries rotate through beautifully curated single-artist shows, but our gallery
features multiple artists, since we are helping clients curate their entire homes
and need to show them a variety of styles and genres. sbfinearts.com
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ANDREA RUBELLI

ANTONIO PIO SARACINO

When it was just an idea… It took
a few years just to find the right
fiber and develop the kind of
weave that I wanted. Luckily, a
group of technicians at my mill
got passionate about the project.

Design inspiration: Lighting is
such an important aspect in
everything I do so working with
it in furniture was intriguing and
unusual. The folding is the most
important aspect because that’s
where it releases more light;
that’s where the oval shape and
curves come from. There’s no
shadow when you’re sitting so
the perception is that your body
is floating. It’s surreal; you lose
the sense of dimension. It’s
functional art.

About the design: I was making
progress in terms of technology
and started sharing the secret
project with Antonio. When I was
ready to upholster, I asked Antonio
because it wouldn’t work on a
Donghia sofa. The shape had to be
designed with all the right curves
to enhance the effect of light.
The technology: It’s a great time
to play with lighting right now
because technology is
revolutionizing the industry. The
source of light is an LED, which
can be dimmed by remote. The
LED throws the light into the fiber
optics that is woven into the fabric
as wefts. A seam or staple would
cut the fiber optics—limitation
drove the design details.

Limited release: We did 12 sofas,
each with a constellation relating
to the Zodiac. For these, there
are two layers of fiber-optic, one
with stretched fabric that allows
the stars to shine. We launched
the product in Los Angeles, the
city of stars, which was a fun
coincidence, and the others
will be released one by one,
starting with one in Milan in April,
throughout the following years in
art and design fairs and galleries.
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When it came time for Rubelli’s CEO, Andrea Rubelli, to find a designer to
transform his never-before-done fiber-optic woven fabric into a piece of
furniture, Rubelli found it to be an easy choice. He called upon Italian-born
and New York City-based architect and designer Antonio Pio Saracino,
the celebrated creator praised for his use of technology and shape. With
Rubelli’s weaving prowess and Saracino’s design finesse, what resulted
was a sleek and sexy sofa with spaceship-like curves and cutting-edge
technology: the Star sofa. Here, the duo shares how the project went from
idea to installation. rubelli.com; donghia.com; antoniopiosaracino.com

